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Empanadas also known as pastel in Brazil and pate in Haiti, is stuffed bread or pasty which is baked

or fried. Empanadas come from many countries such as Latin Europe, Latin America, the Southwest

of the United States and some parts of Asia. They are made by folding dough around stuffing which

consists of different meats, cheeses, vegetables or fruits. Empanadas are perfect to serve at parties

or festivals or as starter items during family or holiday dinners. With so man endless possibilities

these delicious flaky and tasty pies are perfect for even the pickiest eaters. Pick up this book today

and try these recipes. Enjoy!
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I like Empanadas but never tried myself to make them. One of my colleague suggested me this

book while discussing how amazingly she made Empanadas on thanksgiving. When I first got this

book, was very curious whether it would be easier to prepare. I am very glad that I found this

cookbook because I can also make delicious Empanadas now, Though I have tried only 8 recipes

yet. All recipes are short but they look so delicious with every little details associated with it. This

cookbook is written well with all clear instructions in a proper format which is very easy to follow.

This cookbook contains large package of recipes that includes Beef, Chicken, Seafood, fish,

Turkey, goat and lamb, fruit filling, vegetarian dessert and breakfast. It emphasizes all variety of

unique fillings from easier to more complicated one. The Author also mentioned the specific dough

to use for all recipes thus making it very easy and convenient with delicious taste for

everyone.Overall, this cookbook is a collection of all hit recipes and surely a well-worth for a

beginner like me.



I started loving Empanadas when I tried them at my friend's house. I tried looking for some good

recipes, but every time I stumbled across something out of this world until I got my hands of this

recipe collection to make different Empanadas. As soon as I got this book, I tried to follow one

recipe, and for my astonishment I did it, maybe not perfect but very delicious sweet pineapple

empanadas. The instruction were very easy to follow, and the format is just amazing! There are

recipes for every preference, will it be meat, seafood, vegetables or fruits. Currently, I have tried

only three recipes but that's just for now because this cookbook has a big variety of empanadas'

recipes and I am up for a challenge to make them all. You don't need to be a professional to make

empanadas, all you need is this collection and motivation to eat yummy food, but doesn't have that?

Take your time to enjoy every recipe and astonish your friends with your Empanadas!

With great recipes for the dough and the best filling recipes too how can you go wrong. I love the

easy pizza one and the cheeseburger one is out of this world. But the one I really enjoy the most is

the tater and sausage one. Thank you and enjoy your meal and enjoy your day.

At 25 pages, this is a short but "salivating" book to read. The book starts with some useful

empanada dough recipes. I recommend using real lard in the 'Basic Empanada Dough" recipe

instead of shortening. By that I mean non-hydrogenated lard. Your health will thank you for it as real

lard is much better than shortening! Other than that my one main complaint with this book is the lack

of specifics. "Cut the dough into small circles." I wish the author had been more specific and given

an approximate diameter.After all the dough recipes, the sweet fillings come first. In some recipes it

is left to the "chef" to decide which dough to you whilst others have the complete recipe (dough and

filling).This book has a linked index which is a GREAT plus saving you having to scroll through the

book looking for what you need. With 26 recipes it's a great for those who have never made

empanadas. Once you have tried a few in this book, with the basic recipes included you'll be able to

experiment with your own favorite fillings. To start with though how about:Cheesy Mushroom,

Turkey and Gravy, Cheeseburger, Peachy Pie and more.I downloaded this book when it was on

special. I was not required to write a review bu chose to do so. Thanks and happy cooking, Liz

I just received the book and much to my dismay, it has no photos of recipes which I always count

on. However, there are amazing recipes on here that I am sure going to try this week. I see that

Amna is an independent publisher and just published this book this year -- I pray that many will



purchase so that she would eventually add photos. SO, with that, go buy one. "tis the season for

EMPANADAS. YAY!!!

I love Empanadas, especially the caramel and apple ones my mom would make for Halloween

parties. World Famous Empanadas: Best Selling Empanada Recipes features some old favorites

and a bunch of new ones I had yet to discover. The Pumpkin and Cinnamon Empanadas were a

huge hit at our Thanksgiving dinner. Empanadas are mainly thought of as a desert dish, but this

book features many great empanadas that are perfect for any meal or snack. With the leftover

turkey and gravy, I am going to try the turkey and gravy empanadas as an alternative to the usual

turkey sandwich that follows Thanksgiving. The cheesy mushroom empanada is a perfect appetizer

or snack for the big bowl games coming up in the next few months. No matter if you are looking for

a snack, a meal, or dessert this book is full of tasty options that are sure to please any taste bud.

If only there was a paperback version of this book. I would have ordered a copy so that I could

personally try each and every delicacy enshrined in this book. I highly recommend this book to all

who love to cook. Bon apetit!

My family loves Empanadas but little did I know how many wonderful ways there are to make them.

This book is amazing! I can make everything from vegetarian empanadas to chocolate. This easy to

follow book has given me so many ideas for great tasting empanadas. My sisters came over the

other night and I made the "Goat Cheese and Asparagus Empanadas". They were very impressed

yet they didn't realize how I came up with such a great gourmet meal. This is the best Empanada

cookbook I have seen. It's so easy to follow and I can create so many wonderful snacks and meals.
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